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1. Introduction  

In June 2016, TEAM Tourism Consulting conducted a survey among organisations in England 

with a responsibility for tourism promotion and development (NB this excluded national and 

regional tourism organisations). 

 

The survey was conducted on a self-completion basis through an online survey.  Overall 39 

valid responses were received. 

 

 This report covers the following areas: 

 An overview of respondent characteristics - their organisation type, the type of area 

covered, accountability, and contracting arrangements with Local Authorities. 

 Partnership arrangements looking at partnerships with other organisations, 

membership schemes. 

 Areas of operation 

 Turnover and spend, including sources of income, areas of expenditure, trends in 

turnover and staffing levels. 

 Impact and monitoring. 

 

 

2. Summary and conclusions. 

Organisational Overview 

 

Organisation Type  

This survey was conducted among organisations in England with a responsibility for tourism 

promotion and development.  In broad terms, respondents could be categorised into two 

main groups – public sector organisations, and not for profit public-private organisations.  

 

Public sector organisations were typically Local Authority departments but also included 

‘arms length’ Local Authority organisations (which might have slightly separate Boards of 

Directors), and other public sector organisation (like National Parks). 

 

Not for profit public-private organisations fell into three categories; a Not for profit public 

private partnership (the largest proportion); a Not for profit Company Limited by guarantee; 

and a Not for Profit association of tourism businesses.  Accountable bodies for public private 

organisations varied. For the majority (just over half) the accountable body was a private 

company, with a Local Authority providing the accountable body for a third (36%). 

  

Local Authority Contracts 

Half of organisations (excluding Local Authority operations) had a contract with a Local 

Authority. This was higher among public-private organisations – 61% had a contract.  This was 

typically a negotiated contract or Service Level Agreement – often extended.  Only 13% 

were competitively tendered. 

Contract length varied from annual to, in a few cases, five years.  An annual contract was 

the commonest, followed by a three year contract. 
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Partnership and private sector  

 

Formal partnerships 

The commonest formal partnerships (i.e. a formal arrangement or jointly funded projects) for 

DMOs was with neighbouring Local Authorities or DMOs - nearly four-fifths had this, and all 

public sector organisations did. 

 

Other common partnerships were with VisitEngland and VisitBritain (66% of organisations), 

Economic Development Agencies (like LEPs – 53% of organisations), and Arts and Cultural 

Organisations (half of organisations).  

 

Membership and private sector engagement 

Organisations engaged and worked with the private sector in a number of different ways - 

the commonest ways (used approximately by two-thirds of organisations) were: 

 ‘Pay as you go’ services (68% of organisations) 

 A membership scheme (63%) 

 General representation of private sector interests (63%). 

 

Local Authorities were as likely as to have a membership scheme as public private 

organisations. 

 

The average number of members was 340 but varied from 35 (for a business tourism 

membership scheme to 800 for a county based tourism organisation). 

 

Areas of operation  

 

Domestic leisure (consumer) marketing was the commonest area of activity - undertaken by 

92% of organisations. Other areas of marketing undertaken by the majority of organisations 

included travel trade marketing (68%) and international consumer marketing (66%). 

 

Product development and intelligence were also common areas of activity - e.g. the 

majority of organisations undertook some of the following: business advice and support 

(76%), research (71%), event development and support (68%), destination development 

(including interpretation, product development etc. - 66%), and sector training (55%).  

 

Just under half of operations ran Tourist Information Centres (42%). 

 

Turnover and spend 

 

Turnover 

Average turnover among organisations was £890k.  This varied from £55k excluding staff costs 

(for a Local Authority District) to £4m for a public-private partnership (covering a unitary 

area). 

 

Sources of income 

For tourism organisations, the largest source of income was from Local Authorities (nearly 

48%). This was followed by earned income (23%) and commercial membership (14%). 
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Core and ad-hoc funding 

Tourism organisations regarded the majority of their funding (64%) as core – i.e. covering staff 

costs, office costs on-going operations and activities. The remainder (36%) was seen as ad-

hoc - i.e. temporary funding short term projects / activities. 

 

Areas of expenditure 

The main area of expenditure by tourism organisations was on leisure marketing – 56%.  

Destination development, which included training, business support, events, product 

development, research etc., was the next most significant area (12%). 

 

Trends in turnover 

Over the last three years, 45% of organisations indicated turnover was down albeit a quarter 

of organisations indicated an increase.  In terms of expectations of turnover in the next three 

years, half of tourism organisations were anticipating an increase. 

 

Number of staff 

Staff were typically permanent - most typically full time (an average of 7.8 full time jobs per 

organisation). 

Impact and monitoring 

Just over a third (37%) of organisations had recently assessed their own impact in terms of 

tourism spend influenced or generated in destination. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The survey has highlighted a number of different models and approaches to tourism.  The 

differences between these are more shades of grey (with many areas of commonality) than 

black and white.  The survey categorised organisations into two main types – public-private 

partnerships, and public organisations – and the following section outlines some of the 

differences between the two. 

 

Public-private partnerships. 

 In terms of areas covered, public-private organisations were typically covering either 

counties (38%), unitary areas (31%) or multiple districts (31%). They were much more 

likely to be covering multiple districts than public organisations – a reflection of their 

ability to work across administrative boundaries. 

 They were more likely to work in formal partnerships with BIDs than public 

organisations. 

 There was no difference between organisation types in terms of likelihood of having a 

membership scheme.   

 However, they typically had a larger membership (an average of 382 to 295 for 

public organisations). 

 They were more likely to be undertaking research, international leisure marketing, and 

tourism awards. 

 They had, on average, a higher turnover than public sector organisations. More of 

their income came from income earned from marketing activities and commercial 

membership. They were more likely to regard income as ad-hoc (or temporary).  
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 They were spending a higher proportion of their income on leisure marketing, and 

destination and business development. 

 They had experienced less of a decline in funding over the last three years and were 

generally more optimistic about the next three years. 

 They typically had more staff 

 They were more likely to have assessed their own impact in terms of tourism spend 

influenced or generated in destination 

 

 

Public organisations 

 Public organisations tended to cover counties (28%), and unitary areas (28%). They 

were more likely (than public-private partnerships) to cover districts and National 

Parks. 

 They were more likely to operate in formal partnerships with neighbouring Local 

Authorities, and Economic Development agencies.  

 They were more likely to be undertaking developmental activity such as providing 

events support / development, destination development, in-destination information 

provision, and sector training. 

 Their income was more likely to come from Local Authorities. They also secured a 

higher proportion of funding from EU grants.  They were more likely to view their 

funding as core (or permanent), with a lower proportion of ad-hoc funding. 

 They were more likely to spend on place / investment marketing, TIC and information 

services.   
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3. Organisational Overview 

Organisation type 

 

In broad terms, respondents could be categorised into two main groups – not for profit 

public-private organisations (of varying types) and public sector organisations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not for profit public-private organisations fell into three categories; a Not for profit public 

private partnership (the largest proportion); a Not for profit Company Limited by guarantee; 

and a Not for Profit association of tourism businesses.  

Public sector organisations were typically Local Authority departments but also included 

‘arms-length’ Local Authority organisations (which might have slightly separate Boards of 

Directors), and other public sector organisation (like National Parks). 
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Other organisation types included a ‘hybrid’ local authority and regional tourism agency 

operation, and a Chamber of Commerce not for profit operation. 

Areas covered 

 

Participating DMOs typically had a responsibility for tourism across either a county (35%) or 

across multiple districts (22%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public-private organisations were typically covering either counties (38%), unitary areas (31%) 

or multiple districts (31%). They were much more likely than public sector organisation to be 

covering multiple districts. 

 

Accountable bodies  

 

Not for profit public private organisations were asked what their accountable / legal body 

was.  For the majority (55%)1 the accountable body was a private company, with a Local 

Authority providing the accountable body for a third (36%). One DMO highlighted its 

accountable body was a Community Interest Company (CIC).  

                                                     
1 N=11 
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Local Authority Contracts 

 

All DMOs, with the exception of Local Authority Departments, were asked whether they had 

a contract with a Local Authority (or Authorities) to deliver tourism related services. 

 

Half of organisations had a contract. This was higher among public-private organisations – 

61% had a contract – but lower among other public sector organisations (like ‘arm’s length’ 

Local Authority operations and National Parks) where a quarter had a contract. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contract length varied from annual to, in a few cases, five years.  An annual contract was 

the commonest, followed by a three year contract.  The average was 2.3 years.   
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DMOs were typically awarded contracts on a negotiated or Service Level Agreement – often 

extended.  Only 13% were competitively tendered. 

 

4. Partnerships and private sector  

Formal Partnerships 

 

The commonest formal partnerships (i.e a formal arrangement or jointly funded projects) for 

DMOs was with neighbouring Local Authorities or DMOs - nearly four-fifths had this, and all 

public sector organisations did. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Common partnerships were with VisitEngland and VisitBritain (66% of organisations), 

Economic Development Agencies (like LEPs – 53% of organisations), and Arts and Cultural 

Organisations (half of organisations).  

Other partnerships included relationships with: 

 Regional tourism bodies – such as Tourism South East, Welcome to Yorkshire 
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 Funding programmes such Regional Growth Fund, Northern Tourism Growth Fund, and 

Rural Funding Programme.  

 

Membership and private sector engagement 

 

Organisations engaged and worked with the private sector in a number of different ways - 

the commonest ways (used approximately by two-thirds of organisations) were: 

 ‘Pay as you go’ services (68% of organisations) 

 A membership scheme (63%) 

 General representation of private sector interests (63%). 

Just under a third of organisation (29%) operated a specific business tourism (conference) 

membership scheme. 
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Public-private organisations were more likely to operate on a ‘pay as you go’ basis (84%), 

and a business tourism membership scheme (42%).  

 

 Local Authorities were as likely as to have a membership scheme as public private 

organisations. 

The average number of members 

was 340 but varied from 35 (for a 

business tourism membership scheme 

to 800 for a county based tourism 

organisation). 

 

The average was higher among 

public-private organisations - 382. 

 

For organisations that did not 

operate membership schemes, the 

number of private sector businesses 

they dealt with varied from 

approximately 100 to 7000.  The 

average was approximately 640.2 

  

                                                     
2 NB this excludes the outlying value of 7000 which was significantly higher than other values. 
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5. Areas of operation 

Domestic leisure (consumer) marketing was the commonest area of activity - undertaken by 

92% of organisations.  Other areas of marketing undertaken by the majority of organisations 

included travel trade marketing (68%) and international consumer marketing (66%). 

 

Product development and intelligence were also common areas of activity - e.g. the 

majority of organisations undertook some of the following: business advice and support 

(76%), research (71%), event development and support (68%), destination development 

(including interpretation, product development etc. - 66%), and sector training (55%).  

 

Just under half of operations ran Tourist Information Centres (42%) but a majority did provide 

other in-destination information.   

 

Less than half of organisations were involved in non-leisure tourism marketing such as broader 

place and inward investment marketing, and business tourism sales and marketing. 

 

There were some differences between public-private organisations, and public sector ones. 
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Areas of Operation  

 

Public 

private 

% 

Public 

sector 

% 

All 

DMOs 

% 

Domestic leisure (consumer) marketing 90 94 92 

Business advice and support 80 72 76 

Research 80 61 71 

Travel trade marketing 70 67 68 

Events development / support 60 78 68 

International leisure (consumer) marketing 75 56 66 

Other in-destination information provision 60 72 66 

Destination development – interpretation, product 

development etc. 60 72 66 

Sector Training 50 61 55 

Tourism Conference 55 44 50 

Tourism Awards scheme 50 39 45 

TIC operation 45 39 42 

Broader place and inward investment marketing 30 50 39 

Convention Bureau / Business tourism – sales and marketing 25 33 29 

 

Public-private organisations were more likely to be undertaking research, international leisure 

marketing, and tourism awards. 

 

Public sector organisations were more likely to be undertaking developmental activity such 

as providing events support / development, destination development, in-destination 

information provision, and sector training. 
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6. Turnover and Spend 

Turnover 

 

Average turnover among organisations was 

£890k.  This varied from £55k excluding staff 

costs (for a Local Authority District) to £4m for 

a public-private partnership (covering a 

unitary area). 

 

Average turnover among public-private 

sector partnerships was higher than public 

sector tourism organisations (£961k 

compared to £605k). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources of income  

 

For tourism organisations, the 

largest source of income was 

from Local Authorities (nearly 

48%).  

 

This was followed by earned 

income (23%) and commercial 

membership (14%). 
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There were significant variations in sources of income between different organisation types.  

Public sector organisations were, not surprisingly, more reliant on Local Authority income 

(78%). In contrast, for public-private organsiations, Local Authority funding only accounted 

for a quarter of income with the majority coming from income earned from marketing 

activities (34%) and commercial membership (18%). 

 

 

Core and ad-hoc funding 

 

Tourism organisations regarded the majority of their funding (64%) as core – i.e. covering staff 

costs, office costs on-going operations and activities. The remainder (36%) was seen as ad-

hoc - i.e. temporary funding short term projects / activities.  Public sector organisations were 

more likely to view their funding as core (or permanent) with public-private organisations 

viewing a higher proportion 

as ad-hoc (or temporary). 

 

 

 

  

Sources of income 

 

 

All 

organisations 

(%) 

Public private 

(%) 

Public sector 

(%) 

County 

organisations 

(%) 

Local Authority 47.7 25.9 78.3 33.2 

LEP grant 1.0 1.6 0.0 0.4 

BID 1.1 1.9 0.0 0.0 

EU grant 3.4 1.9 5.4 9.5 

Commercial membership 14.0 18.2 8.1 15.2 

Earned income – marketing 23.0 34.3 7.1 35.6 

Earned income – commissions 2.5 3.9 0.5 2.6 

Earned income – other 

commercial activities (retail, 

research etc) 3.1 4.9 0.7 1.1 

Other 4.3 7.3 0.0 2.5 
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Areas of Expenditure 

 

The main area of 

expenditure by 

tourism 

organisations was 

on leisure 

marketing – 56%.  

Destination 

development, 

which included 

training, business 

support, events, 

product 

development, 

research etc., was 

the next most 

significant area 

(12%).  

 

 

 

 

There were some areas of variation between public-private organisations, and public sector.  

Public-private organisations were spending a higher proportion on leisure marketing, and 

destination and business development but less on place / investment marketing, TIC and 

information services.   

 

 

Organisations operating at a county were even more likely to spend on leisure marketing.  

 

Areas of Expenditure 

 

 

All 

organisations 

(%) 

Public private 

(%) 

Public sector 

(%) 

County 

organisations 

(%) 

Leisure Marketing  56 58 49 67 

Business tourism 4 2 6 2 

Place / investment marketing 11 9 15 4 

TIC and information services 11 8 14 0 

Destination and business 

development  12 17 11 18 

Leadership and industry 

representation 6 7 4 9 
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Trends in Turnover 

 

Over the last three years, turnover among turnover has, on balance, declined (albeit a 

quarter of organisations indicated an increase) - 45% indicated turnover was down. 

  

Public-private organisations had fared slightly better - 36% highlighted a decline in turnover, 

compared to 57% of public sector organisations.   

 

 

 

Reasons given for an upturn in turnover included: 

 Increased commercial activity - e.g. ‘Generated more support from private sector’ / 

‘introduced new services and ways for businesses to engage’ / ‘additional activity 

and securing more sponsorship’ 

 Securing grant funding - e.g. ‘Involvement in the GREAT Challenge Fund’  / ‘ERDF has 

funding increased in the last 2 years of a 3 year grant’ 

 New organisation start up so turnover has increased  

 

Tourism organisations that had experienced similar turnover over the last three years tended 

to indicate they had experienced changes in sources - with some decreasing but other 

opportunities increasing. For example: 

 ‘We had less money from Visit England (RGF) but have increased income from events 

and commercial income’ 

 ‘Our model relies on income from businesses, the majority of whom are small or micro.  

New customers have covered loss of income from those retiring/closing.  Little scope 

for new product income as businesses have only limited budgets to contribute.  SLA 

with local council has remained the same over last 4 years’. 

 ‘Less support has been available from the Local Authorities (in terms of advertising 

and commissions) but this has been replaced by earned income from the private 

sector.’ 
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Among organisations that had experienced a downturn in turnover, the main reason given 

was a downturn in public sector funding (e.g.   ‘withdrawal of public sector funds’, ‘LA cuts of 

30% going to zero funding at end of Dec 2016’ ) but also a reduction in other sources of 

funding, both public and private sector (e.g. ‘no RGF or EU’, ‘reduction in subvention budget 

and drop in ERDF monies’, ‘Reduced memberships’, ‘Private sector advertising income is 

decreasing year on year). 

 

In terms of expectations of turnover in the next three years, half of tourism organisations were 

anticipating an increase - this was higher among public-private organisations.   

 

 

 

Number of staff 

 

Staff were typically 

permanent - most typically full 

time (an average of 7.8 per 

organisation).  Public-private 

organisations were typically 

larger - an average of 9.8 full 

time permanent staff 

compared to 4.4 for public 

sector organisations. 

 

Organisation size did vary - 

the smallest had a part time 

position, and the largest had 

43 permanent staff and 5 part 

time staff.   

 

The most common organisation size was up to 5 FTEs (48% of organisations).  
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7. Impact and Monitoring 

Just over a third (37%) of organisations had recently assessed their own impact in terms of 

tourism spend influenced or generated in destination.  Public-private organisations were 

more likely to have done so (50% compared to 17% of public sector organisations).  

 

 

 

The most commonly used measures of success / impact or Key Performance Indicators were 

number of social media followers, web and email analytics, media coverage, and 

campaign responses.   

 

 

  

Measures of success / impact used  

 

All 

organisations 

(%) 

Public private 

(%) 

Public sector 

(%) 

Social media followers 97 100 92 

Web and e-mail analytics 93 94 92 

Media coverage 87 83 92 

Campaign responses (or measured impacts) 80 83 75 

Earned / commercial income 77 89 58 

Destination impacts (no. of visits / spend) 77 72 83 

Number of members 70 83 50 

Visitor survey(s) 67 78 50 

Web user survey(s) 63 78 42 

Referrals to other/ partners’/ members’ 

websites 53 67 33 

TIC visits/enquiries 47 33 67 

Conferences won / secured/ enquiries / value 33 22 50 
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Public-private partnerships were more likely to also use earned / commercial income, 

number of members, visitor surveys, web users’ surveys.  Public sector organisations were 

more likely to use TIC visits and conference related statistics. 
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Appendix 1: Respondents 

1066 Country Marketing 

Bath Tourism 

Broads Authority 

Cotswolds Tourism  

Cumbria Tourism 

East Lindsey District Council/Visit East Lincolnshire DMO 

English Riviera Tourism Company  

Experience Bedfordshire 

Experience Nottinghamshire 

Fenland District Council 

Hereford & Worcestershire Chamber 

Hampshire County Council 

Make It York 

Marketing Cheshire  

Marketing Liverpool 

Marketing Peak District and Derbyshire 

Marketing Sheffield   

National Forest Company 

North York Moors National Park Authority 

Northumberland Tourism 

Poole Tourism (Borough of Poole) 

Ryedale District Council 

Scarborough Council 

Shakespeare's England 

Shropshire Tourism 

South Downs National Park Authority 

Staffordshire County Council 

Visit Blackpool/Blackpool Council 

Visit Cornwall 

Visit County Durham 

Visit East Anglia 

Visit Essex 

Visit Isle of Wight 

Visit Lincoln (Lincolnshire Chamber of Commerce)  

Visit South Devon  

Visit Surrey 

Warwickshire County Council 

 

 

 


